
FOOTNOTES
1. Rev. Epes S. Dix>vell (1807-99)\vas Boston’s, and perhaps the nations, outstanding 

educator of undergraduates in the nineteenth century. Himself a graduate of the 
Boston Latin School and Harvard College (’27), he took Holy Orders and taught at 
the Latin School, the Boston English School and, in 1851, established his own 
school in Boylston Place. He retired from teaching in 1871 and died on December 
1, 1899. He left behind a reputation for firmness, coupled with kindness and 
cordiality towards his students.

2. Letter to his mother, dated May 6, 1858, in Passionist Historical Archives 
(henceforth PHA), Union City, New Jersey. Compare young Kent’s critique of 
Powers' work with this from the Dictionary of American Biography, XV, p.l60. “His 
(Powers) ideal busts of heroines of song and story...differ more in name than in 
nature. Smooth and on the whole insipid, they lack the individuality seen in his 
portraits of men.”

3. FIDELIS OF THE CROSS • James Kent Stone, Smith, Walter George and Smith, 
Helen Grace (hereafter Smiths), G.P. Putnam’s Sons, (N.Y), 1926, 3rd Edition, p. 
84.

4. Thorington, J. Monroe M.D., James Kent Stone and the Alps, The Alpine Journal 
(London), November 1967, p. 276.

5. Thorington, p. 283, footnote no. 13.
6. Fr. Fidelis Kent Stone to Sybil Stone, March 14,1918. (PHA) Both Sybil and Fr. 

Fidelis were wrong. 2nd Bull Run was actually fought August 29*30, 1862.
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Rob Carbonneau, C.P,

“Woman to Woman”
Katherine Kurz Burton 
and the Quest for a Feminine 
Catholic Identity 
in Sign Magazine (1933-1969)

“Iterance about women’s roles in American Catholic his
tory, argues historian Mary Jo Weaver, “is dangerous be
cause their exclusion leads to profound distortions in our 
understandings of American Catholicism.”^ From 1933-1969. 
Katherine Kurz Burton addressed issues of Catholic culture 
and Catholic feminine identity in her monthly column ‘Woman 
to Woman.” It was the longest continuous running monthly 
column about women or written by a woman in any Catholic 
periodical in the United States.

This article will look at three point: (1) a biographical sketch 
of Katherine Burton; (2) the genesis of “Woman to Woman,” 
and (3) a summary of her thought and influence for American 
Catholicism. 2
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A Biographical Sketch
Katherine Kurz Burton was bom in Cleveland, Ohio, about 

1890 and died in Bronxville, New York, on September 22, 
1969.3 The daughter of John and Louise Bittner Kurz, her 
family possessed economic stability. John Kurz had been left 
an inheritance allowing him to work odd jobs and the money 
was placed in her “mother’s capable hands.”**

When Katherine was nine, the family had moved to subur
ban Lakewood. Katherine frequently spent school recess time 
reading at the library and characterized herself as an opinion
ated high school student. Accepted at Vassar upon graduation, 
the death of a close family relative caused her ill health. 
Rather than going to college a doctor prescribed a trip to 
Europe with her mother to make a “complete break with my 
surroundings.”^

Returning home, fragile health necessitated that she enroll 
at Western Reserve University. Living in the dorms, she was 
influenced by her Latin teacher Emma Maude Perkins; she 
“was a firm defender of woman’s rights and was anxious that 
her girls know what was going on around them.”® College 
education in the early twentieth century was being shaped by 
the Progressive Movement. Katherine learned about food and 
sanitation, and visited tenements: she even worked in a 
factory on her spring break. However, she was more at home 
with the literary clubs than the leg^ aspects of settlement 
work.

During college, she met Cleveland Plain Dealer reporter 
Harry Payne Burton. When she decided to teach for a year in 
Mt. Pleasant, a small town near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
“neither Harry nor my family [were] thinking very highly of 
my professional intentions.”'^ For a short time Harry studied
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for the ministry at Kenyon College before coming back to the 
Plain Dealer. Finally, in 1910, they were married at Cleveland 
in the Episcopal Church. It became quite common for Katherine 
to travel on assignment throughout the city with her husband.

In 1912, Harry was put in charge of the New York office of 
the Newspaper Enterprise Association. There her first son 
was bom and she made the literary acquaintance of Nixola- 
Greely-Smith, the granddaughter of Horace Greely. Also she 
“often went along with the suffrage groups and humbly held 
the banner aloft, usually at Ninety-Sixth Street and Broad
way.”® But, in retrospect New York was not appealing. Over 
the next twelve years, the Burtons lived in Chicago, Cleveland 
and New York City until Harry began working for McCall's 
Magazirw. Although he liked it, his health was poor. They 
resided in Garden City, New York, where a girl and boy were 
bom.

In Garden City, Katherine Burton began to write. At the 
same time, Harry suffered a nervous breakdown from over
work. “I was,” wrote Katherine, “the only one who really knew 
that anything was wrong. The children did not know, nor did 
the servants nor friends in town. It was difficult for me to carry 
the whole problem alone.”® She travelled with him to Europe 
in hopes of improving his health. But she left him there, 
returned to the children, split her family up, and moved into 
a small New York City apartment. Because of her literary 
interest she became associate editor for McCa//’s (1928-1930) 
and Redbook (1930-1933). After 1933 she became a full time 
free-lancer; she had already ghostwritten her first book in 
1926, The Circus Lady.^'^

This appears to have been a lonely time for Katherine 
Burton. In 1949, she reflected back on how her identity had 
been shaped by family tensions and her entry into the work
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place in 1928. The reflection was precipitated by the quest of 
post-World War II America to understand the role of women at 
home and in the work place:

7 did a lot of thinking that year [1928] about the status 
of women in the world of business. It is really something 
ironical in these changing times about the cry to women 
who are working in gainful occupations to 'Go back into 
the home. * So often there is no home to go back to. Among 
the women I met during this period in my life, I was 
interested to note how those who had just such a life as I, 
and who really had to work in order to live, kept clinging 
to the old fashioned idea of the home. Despite all the 
duties of the great world of business, these women, many 
with children to care for alone, held the idea of the 
home...Perhaps it is Just that ability to establish a home 
anywhere that keeps women, if not happy, at least able to 
go on...

Katherine never did reconcile with her husband. He did get 
a job at Cosmopolitan', he did help her with expenses. How
ever, tragically in 1952, it appears that he committed sui- 
cide.i2

Katherine Burton was also on a spiritual journey. At West
ern Reserve she proclaimed herself an agnostic. At Garden 
City, however, she became interested in the Episcopal religion 
and did volunteer work. Her conversion to Catholicism fol
lowed after a religious experience at St. Joseph’s Catholic 
Church in Garden City:

7 stayed there for quite a while, and as I knelt I suddenly 
was aware of a new sensation. For weeks and weeks I had 
the feeling of falling and falling nowhere. Now, all of a
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sudden, something seemed to be holding me up. It too 
came from the outside', it was not anything I had conjured 
up to myself Somehow I had been caught and lifted high 
above my own pain and loss. They were still there, still 
heartbreakingly real, but the sense of being alone was 
gone.

I stayed in the church for quite a while, thinking 
nothing, wanting nothing, feeling comforted and quiet, 
before I went back to the people and work and the 
disappointment called life, i^

Later her Anglican friend Rev. Selden Delaney had con
verted. To receive instruction Burton was sent by Monsignor 
McMahon to Mother Margaret Bolton at the Cenacle of St. 
Regis on Riverside Drive in Manhattan. On September 8, 
1930, Katherine Burton entered the Roman Catholic faith, i** 
Personal religious conversion experience and love for the 
institutional Catholic Church provided the basic foundation 
for Woman to Woman.” Writing was the medium whereby her 
religious beliefs came to life.

The Genesis of the Column: ‘Woman to Woman”
‘Woman to Woman” came to life at Mary’s, a small Green

wich Village restaurant in 1933. Assistant editor of 
Commonweal, Helen Walker Homan, visited Redbook on be- 
half of Fr. Harold Purcell, C.P., the editor of Sign magazine 
(1921-1934) to ask Katherine Burton if she would accept a 
dinner invitation from Fr. Purcell and discuss an idea Burton 
agreed and met Purcell, Fr. Croke, and Homan. During the 
meal Purcell approached Burton “about the idea of beginning 
a woman’s page on the*S^n ...a monthly contribution... I was,” 
recalled Burton, “to have my own choice of subject matter. I
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hesitated for I had never done any editorializing... Eventually 
I agreed to try it for a year.” Burton was a gamble. She had 
published one article for in 1933. Burton found Purcell a 
“vivid personality”*® and was surprised that he was willing to 
pay her.

Purcell picked out the title ‘"Woman to Woman.” This ap
pealed to Burton, “I would not want it [the title] changed,” she 
wrote, “for I am speaking primarily to women, and if men find 
the chatter or the serious words worth reading, that is fine 
with me.”*® Burton called her relationship with the Sign “My 
Introduction to Practical Christianity”.*'^ Purcell introduced 
her to the likes of Dorothy Day, founder of the Catholic 
Worker, who in turn introduced her to Catherine de Hueck 
Doherty, founder of the Friendship House in Harlem. ‘Woman 
to Woman” proved to be a worthwhile venture. Thirty-six 
years later the column ended when Katherine Burton died.

The following themes were investigated in herS^n column:

1. The Concept of the Family
Family life held a place of reverence in Burton’s thought. 

The mother or housewife was perceivedasanourisher. Women, 
believed Burton, had to be consulted on family life. In 1936 she 
called a New York City conference on family relations to task 
when they discussed the role of the family without any women 
present. Burton presumed that somebody, no doubt a woman, 
would be at home at the end of the day, arguing, in the 1940s, 
that such “hiddenness of the home” had functional and social 
merit, keeping the country and values safe.*®

Burton’s view of family was s)monymously represented with 
mmnstream Catholic thought. Survival of the Catholic family, 
writes Jeffrey Bums, was opposed to the “individualism.
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socialism, feminism, materialism, natiu-alism, and other false 
prophecies” of modem secular culture of the twentieth century. *®

In the 1950s piety influenced Catholic family life. CathoUc 
women looked to the Virgin Mary’s kindness, courage and 
stability as the foundation for the family. In March 1954, 
Burton also proclaimed St. Joseph as a model of sanctity in the 
home. While the home was the “last stronghold of woman,” in 
1958, she admitted men could contribute after they returned 
from work.20

‘Woman to Woman” presumed readers’ awareness of daily 
events. Burton’s task was to comment, not analyze. The 
Depression and World War II forced her to face the practical 
and patriotic dimensions of family life. “Most of the women,” 
she wrote in November 1935, ‘Svho are gainfully employed are 
supporting themselves or others besides themselves.” In 1936 
she wondered if fewer jobs meant less economic stability; were 
people going to have the money to get married? While Burton 
viewed the man as the provider, she knew, out of necessity, the 
Depression was going to force women into that role.^*

Burton was not ready to march women off to the production 
lines during World War II; she believed it would have an 
adverse effect on family stability. If patriotism meant women 
had to work, she agreed that the Division of Education, Health 
and Welfare should make available funds for child care. Peace 
was more important than increased military activity. To 
advance peace, in 1943, as the war dragged on, she was willing 
to give up Constitutional Rights for a short time but staunchly 
reminded her readers that “we who are not called on to do the 
actual fighting, must be armed with endurance, with courage, 
^d unselfishness.” The forgotten woman at home was as 
important as the woman in uniform. She did not support 
drafting the mothers of young children. 22
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Two ideals for women clashed in the 1950s-70s. The first 
was the ideal of a mother at home with her children. The 
second was the ideal of a mother who worked at home and 
outside in the work place. Burton, no doubt rel3dng on her own 
experience, tried to address this issue of family responsibility 
and professional identity. Demanding equality in her own 
field, in 1956, she attacked the Catholic Press Association for 
being “so completely masculine despite its many women mem
bers.” In 1959 she continued in the same vein noting: “Intellec
tual Catholic malesl’]...larger resistance to women’s [partici
pation] for...conventions or symposia than anywhere else” and 
asked for an end of the limited “PauHne attitude toward 
women”. By June 1961 Burton had developed in her thought. 
She advocated that the ‘Svorld... stop being so worried about 
single women and why they are single...In the end it comes 
down to fulfillment. ...the world is wide today and a woman can 
have anything she can handle in the way of a job.” By August 
1967 she called for a woman on the Supreme Court. In 1964 
she did admit “feminine mystique women leave me cold.” It 
was her only reference to the Betty Friedan classic, The 
Feminine Mystique.^^

Education was critical to family survival and the success of 
American society. In the turbulent sixties while she wished 
that ‘Svomen’s skirts and men’s hair would exchange lengths” 
she saw the rebellion of the young as an attempt to educate a 
society in the midst of the Vietnam War, while they them
selves were “Restless BeUevers” given “too much money to 
spend; we bought them cars and other material things to make 
them happy. But such things do not always make for inner 
happiness... Hippies are not children of the poor but the bored 
children of the middle class.” In one of her last columns, July 
1968, Burton blended her peace vision, passion for the young, 
and education together when she wrote about the Columbia
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University riots. “The sad thing about all their rebelling and 
its results is that there is a reason behind it, and the older 
people so far have not met it. Is it too late to educate the 
parents and teachers, who in turn can educate the young?”^^

2. The Importance of the Church
Katherine Kurz Burton defended the Catholic Church more 

out of love than fear. Ongoing conversion was crucial for her 
and the institution.

Burton viewed opposition to birth control and pro-family 
ideology as important continuity of Catholic Church doctrine. 
She opposed Planned Parenthood during the entire life of 
“Woman to Woman.” Planned Parenthood was considered an 
“Anti-Christ...[for] teaching overt violation of natural law, 
[and] violations which invited social and cultural destruction.” 
Family life was the core of Burton’s defense as she attacked 
birth control advocates Roger Babson in 1935, Francis Potter 
of the First Humanist Society of America in 1936, Bertrand 
Russell in 1952, and Dr. Conant of Harvard who advocated 
pills to stop overpopulation. Burton countered with the ques
tion: “Have you taken your deathamins today?” Her opposition 
continued in the 1960s when her last strong attack was in 
1963 against the birth control amendment and Fulbright 
foreign-aid with a rider on birth control attached.^^

American society, argues Richard Pells, was searching for 
intellectual and cultural identity between the two World 
Wars. Simultaneously Catholicism was going through the 
same process.^® In part, Catholic literature, the Catholic novel 
and Catholic press were actively trying to create a Catholic 
identity for the faithful and the institution at large.

Si^n editor Ralph Gorman, C.P. {1943-1966), saw Katherine 
Burton as an essential contributor to the Catholic identity of
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the magazine. In the foreword of her 1961 book Woman to 
Woman (an edited edition of some of her columns) Ralph
Gorman wrote that Burton:

...expresses herselffreely and fearlessly on a wide range of 
topics... she has brought an intelligent and perceptive 
mind to the truths of her Faith and their application to the 
life around her. There are few current events or personali
ties in the public eye she has not followed with interest, an 
interest that extends to art and letters. The only time she 
presents a problem is when we discuss material for her 
forthcoming columns. She proposes so many subjects, so 
many new and striking angles on a variety of topics that 
our only recourse is to let her choose herself.

She believed that the purpose of the Catholic novel was to 
instill proper morality and correct values. The plot, drama, 
character development, and image of the institutional Church 
through its priests and sisters was paramount. She was never 
afraid to voice her support or criticism of Catholic writers.

Out of love, Katherine Burton held Catholics accountable 
for their faith. If the Catholic Church could be relevant to her, 
it could be for others, especially women. Herein, might lie the 
basis for the most rascal dimension of her writing in “Woman 
to Woman.”

Holding strong to Catholic values, Burton applied the femi
nist awakening of the late 1950s to the institutional Church. 
Using the freedom which Sign gave her, she addressed the 
issues of meaningful liturgy, clericalism, and most pointedly 
the status of women in the hierarchical ministry of Catholi
cism. In the 1960s Katherine Burton’s spirituality continued 
to mature. The role of the laity, especially the women in the 
Vatican II modernization, had became a passion. The Church
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caUed her to conversion; she called the Church to conversion.
In her April 1963 Sign column, she challenged the prevail

ing treatment of women by the Catholic Church. She wrote:

...I don t think most men in the Church—lay or clerical— 
hold quite so harsh a concept [demeaning against women].
In fact, I don t think they hold any concept about women. 
That is what irritates me. We are all Just fine, so long as 
we contentedly put flowers on the altar or run a bridge 
party to aid the coffers of the parish. We can even express 
an opinion on larger matters. But who listens, except 
perhaps other women'?

[Though not true of all priests or laymen[...My real 
objection to the general attitude is not that we are not 
considered of any importance in church affairs... the simple 
fact is that we make men nervous when we offer sugges
tions, and so we get the impression they are merely 
bearing with us...
I think the really big excitement will come when, some

day, the Curia finds out there are women in the Church. 
And I have a feeling that moment is now nearing... if the 
Council brings back the deacons to the Church, [for men, 
which it did[ maybe deaconesses will come back next...But 
in the Catholic Church, men are still running scared of 
us, when we are not forgotten altogether...It is high time 
church and government both made a better appraisal of 
this value of ours to the world—and to them.'^^

In her second to the last column for Sign, April 1969, she 
piqued the issue of feminine equality and accountability 
within the Church: “The contemporary issue of why women 
are of an inferior status in the Church will be answered only 
when knowledge is pursued for the sake of truth and not for
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some partisan purpose...The question is pastoral.”^^ This 
made perfect sense to Burton. The issues of the family, 
education and Catholic literature had pastoral implications; 
so did ministry. Women were essential participants. Burton 
admitted the “humanness of the clergy” but was not tolerant 
of clericalism. She thought seminarians needed more relevant 
training; she agreed with the open and changing roles of 
sisters.^*^

Burton thought that the Vatican had to address women’s 
issues. She was upset that women observers were not invited. 
She desired liturgy in the language of the people and she 
wanted the priest to face the congregation.^^ She applauded 
the Canadian Ottawa bishops in 1968, who allowed women 
preachers for “there is room for all of us. But a woman’s view 
sometimes differs from a man and that is why we need both. 
If you look at the Gospel you will see that Christ included 
women in His work.”^^ Though never actually calling for 
ordination of women, she appeared to favor it by her positive 
reference to St. Joan’s Alliance in her January 1964 column. 
That English women’s organization advocated ordination of 
women among its many issues dealing with women’s equality. 
Eileen Egan said Katherine Burton was a member of the 
organization.In June 1966 Burton praised the use of women 
altar servers, and in January 1969 gave a history of women 
deacons.34

Katherine Burton was a moderate feminist regarding her 
view of women in the Catholic Church. While never actually 
calling for women’s ordination to the priesthood, she did bring 
the issues of clericalism, women’s sexual and ministerial 
equality to mainstream Catholicism in one ofthe most popular 
Catholic magazines in the United States at a time when the 
novelty, interest, and questioning of the Vatican Council was 
at its height.
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3. Overall Vision of Society
Katherine Burton envisioned a peaceful society based upon 

spiritual values. There would be an end to war and an 
international awareness and concern for the poor. If women 
had the spending power they would spend less for armaments. 
Katherine Burton saw war more as a human problem rather 
than a military problem, and was angered that “boys are being 
made men too soon... There must be other ways of settling the 
greatest of disputes.” Nations had to admit they could make 
mistakes and were involved in economic imperialism in places 
like the Belgian Congo. In 1936 she praised Dorothy Day’s 
Catholic Worker,^^

As an anti-Nazi, she was also an early critic of America’s 
economic and imperialistic path to war with Japan. The 
women’s vote should be mobilized as a peace vote against the 
arms lobby. Burton had no desire to link spiritual and military 
s)nnbols. She criticized the image of the Blessed Mother 
holding a battleship in 1944 while at the same time wrestling 
with pacifist convictions: “Until this war broke out I was a 
pacifist...It is when one becomes convinced that one is dealing 
with a spiritual—in this case a rather satanic—condition that 
even the most honest pacifist can turn from his [sic] position 
to sponsor the winning of spiritual battles with material 
weapons.” The atomic bomb was not a logical weapon; it 
“would have been more consonant with morality to kill soldiers 
alone—the direct voluntary—than so many innocent who 
were also in those cities—the indirect voluntary. I feel that by 
dropping those bombs our country did a thing that will cost us 
years of suffering and pain to repay.” She opposed the air raid 
drills. They instilled fear in children’s lives in 1951. In 1962, 
during the Cuban missile crisis she viewed bomb shelters as a 
“commercial response to peoples’ fear of the future.”3® For
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Burton, peace was a feminine virtue. Individuals had to make 
a choice for peace because “governments are usually spiritu
ally blind and materially awake.”^^

One can page through “Woman to Woman” in post World 
War II days and use it as a directory for relief agencies. She 
consciously tried to mobilize people to assist in the relief 
movement. For example, the Catholic War Relief Services of 
the National Catholic Welfare Conference had a file named 
“Katherine Burton’s money” which was a direct result of her 
appeals. Eileen Egan directed this office and said “the re
sponse at the Catholic Relief Services showed every time that 
she wrote a column. People read her [column] and acted 
because she gave concrete suggestions.”^®

Burton believed miUtarism was economically motivated 
and that planned obsolescence was controlled by men. She 
criticized warfare testing by the American Chemical Society in 
1937. In 1946 she called the work on biological warfare 
“Operation Murder.” In 1953 she opposed the hydrogen bomb 
as well as the military industrial complex. In 1957 she stated:

We are in a strange age. We work to conserve life for the 
individual andyet we plan the large death and talk about 
it as easily as if we were planning a larger life for the 
world. Are we on the verge of something that will pull us 
from our free spending to reality'?

On the home front she was pro-labor. ”The worst of Commu
nism,” she argued, “is not that it threatens capitalism, but it 
threatens the moral order.” In 1963 she criticized American 
affluence; it should “mean that no country is rich unless all its 
people are housed, fed, and given a chance to work.”^*^ The 
social change of the 60s was looked upon favorably as a way to 
bridge the gap between rich and poor.
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In “Woman to Woman” Katherine Burton gave glimpses of 
herself. She cared about the young and the old. Alcoholics 
Anonymous was viewed positively; she was against the in
creasingly evident pill culture, to soothe oneself, of the late 
1950s.'*i

In sum, Eileen Egan concluded Burton “was a pacifist who 
couldn’t see any justification for war.” Sign requested Eileen 
Egan to write a memorial column after Burton died in Septem
ber 1969. In December 1969, Egan wrote: “In memory of 
Katherine.” It affirms Burton’s “power of communication” 
regarding the relief effort. Egan asked the readers: “Remem
ber a compassionate woman with your works of compassion.” 
Easily Burton can be classified alongside the great peacemak
ers of American twentieth century Catholicism such as Dor
othy Day, Thomas Merton and Philip and Daniel Berrigan. 
“Katherine believed in the absolute priority of the works of 
mercy in the life of a Christian. She was a peacemaker who 
could not abide the interruption and reversal of works of mercy 
in time of war.”^2

Since she opposed militarism and strove for peace, her vision 
was not only theoretical. She was practical in her attempt to 
influence institutional relief structures. She was pro-Ameri
can in the sense that she called the nation to responsibility. At 
the same time, personal reflection kept her in touch with the 
grassroots concerns and life style of her readers; she spoke for 
the voiceless poor or oppressed in “Woman to Woman.”

Burton’s Thought and Influence for 
American Catholicism

Claire Foy, the principal secretary for the editorial staff of 
the Sign, said that Katherine Burton followed the same ritual 
for over 30 years in “putting her column to bed.” First, she
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would call the Sign office in Union City, New Jersey, every 
month usually to let the editor know and accept her themes. 
“She never suggested anything they wouldn’t take; she was a 
very prudent person.” Second, the typewritten manuscript 
would come a couple of days later, often with corrections in her 
own hand. Third, if editing was necessary she always had 
pointed out what could be dropped. Foy recalls “that there was 
no back and forth about what you [Burton] write this month, 
she was totally independent.”'*^ Eileen Egan said she “loved 
the freedom of the column and felt she was a part of the family 
ofSign magazine; for there was no question of will they take 
this; it seemed to be a very nice relationship.”'*'*

There are various opinions about the popularity of‘"Woman 
to Woman.” Claire Foy believed it was always at least the third 
or fourth most popular column behind “Sign Post”, a question 
and answer column; “Current Fact and Comment”, which 
reviewed issues of the day; and the “Editor’s Page”. She ranked 
ahead of sports or stage and screen.^®

‘The Church today,” Burton wrote in March 1967, “was going 
through so many changes that it makes the average person 
dizzy.”'*® But she was not the average person. She never dizzied. 
She thrived, probed Hfe and wrote with intensity, vigor, and 
intuitive perception about her love for God and society.

For thirty-six years Katherine Burton was at home search
ing for a Catholic feminine identity in the Catholic Church. 
Jeffrey Bums and William M. Halsey have suggested that it 
was the fear of modernity and identification with American 
society that made the sacred nature of the family the bulwark 
of the Catholic faith and culture.*”^

This was the reality of Katherine Burton’s world. She loved 
the family. It was sacred. She was opposed to birth control, 
against progressive education, and believed that Catholic 
literature should exert a moral and social force. At the same
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time she was deeply spiritual; she opposed militarism and the 
systems of world injustice which affected the poor.

In addition, Burton’s writings portray the overall tension of 
defining the Catholic feminine identity in the twentieth cen
tury. Was woman’s place the home (i.e. the private sphere), or 
the workplace (i.e. the public sphere)?Burton was comfortable 
with both, yet for the Catholic women who read “Woman to 
Woman” the issue was never totally resolved.

Still, one has to respect the sheer volume of Burton’s writing. 
“Woman to Woman” provides a rich source and window to see 
that Catholic women, like all American women, were search
ing for their identity. Catholic feminine culture was based on 
ritual, prayer, tradition, symbol, hierarchical liminality, and 
the lived experience of women and men. This culture was 
highly nuanced and demanded greater scrutiny. It had a direct 
influence on Catholic identity today.

Katherine Burton was a questioning believer. At home with 
a tradition which gave her the character and hope to maintain 
ideological positions, she was not afraid to ask probing ques
tions because of her love for the Church. God’s love was 
represented through the structures in daily life. Burton had 
converted because of God’s love, and the structure of her life 
changed. There was no reason that this process could not be 
applied to the whole Church; God’s call to conversion of people 
and structures was part of the continuity of tradition. After all 
that was the whole message of Jesus. As a thinker, questioner, 
and writer Burton expressed her consistency of faith.

Lastly, one cannot minimize the importance ofSign Maga
zine and the long term freedom that it gave Katherine Kurz 
Burton. It provided a vehicle for Burton to search for a Catholic 
feminine identity in a male dominated Church. Burton’s quest 
was compatible with the Passionist charism to keep alive the 
memory of Jesus suffering in the world. In this case it was the
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Catholic woman who suffered, then and now, in attempting to 
shape feminine identity.

Burton, commented Eileen Egan, Vas a feminist, but she 
saw beyond gender in the Church and saw the role of the 
baptized Christian, because you sometimes [incorrectly] think 
in the Church there is a different baptism for men and 
women.”'*®

Claire Foy captured best the true spirit of Katherine Burton 
and “Woman to Woman”. Foy said, “She spoke for men. She 
spoke for women. She spoke for the Church.”**®
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FOOTNOTES

1. Mary Jo Weaver, “Feminist Perspectives and American Catholic History" V.S. 
Catholic Historian 5 (1986): 409.

2. It is beyond the scope of this study to examine her numerous books and articles. 
At the same time, 1 am interested in contacting living family members; did 
Katherine Burton leave any personal papers? Such material would complement 
the material in this article and might give a greater understanding into the 
editorial policy of Sign Magazine.

3. Her September 24,1969 Neu) York Times obituary lists her as 82, i.e., bom in 1887. 
Her autobiography The Next Thing: Autobiography and Reminiscences (New 
York: Longman’s Green and Company, 1949), hereafter, TheNext Thing, makesno 
reference to the year of her birth, and in general does not coordinate events with 
years.

4. The Next Thing, p. 3.
5. Ibid., p. 32.
6. Ibid., pp. 38-39.
7. Ibid., p. 54.
8. Ibid.,p. 75.
9. Ibid., p. 82.

10. Circus Lady is referred to in Mathew Hoehn, ed.,Catholic Authors: Contemporary 
Biographical Sketches 1930-47 (Newark, NJ., St. Mary’s Abbey, 1947) p. 91. It is 
not mentioned in her autobiography.

11. The Next Thing, pp. 110-111.
12. Interview with Eileen Egan, March 13,1987, Greenwich Village, NY. Eileen Egan 
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13. The Next Thing, pp. 97-98.
14. Ibid., p. 244.
15. Ibid.,pp. 176-177.
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19. Jeffrey Mark Bvums, “American Catholics and the Family Crisis 1930-1962: The 
Ideological and Organizational Response* (Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1982) 
p. 3. citation is from:“'nie Christian Family: a Statement of the American Hierar
chy,” Nov. 21, 1949.

20. St Joseph: 33/3/52/54; last stronghold: 34/10/58/54; male contribution: 38/9/96^.
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21. Marriage as ideal: 13/9/114/33; marriage decrease: 16/11/230/36; women support
ing themselves: 15/11/245/35.

22. Child care: 22/11/241/42; Constitutional issues: 22/1/351/43; the draft: 22/6/671/43.
23. Annagret S. Ogden, The Great American Housewife: From Helpmate to Wage 

Earner 1776-1986 (Westport, Ct: Greenwood Press, 1986). Catholicpress: 35/1/49/ 
56; resistance: 39/8/26/59; single women: 40/1/55/61; Supreme Court: 47/8/47/67- 
Mystique: 44/9/62/64

24. Change length: 46/7/47/67; Restless Believers: 47/11/52/67; Columbia: 47/9/40/68.
25. On Planned Parenthood see Bums, “American Catholics and the Family Crisis" p. 

115. values: 14/3/489/35; methods are wrong and Babson: 15/9/113/35; Potter-15/ 
2/431/36; RusseU: 31/3/55/52; Conant: 31/1/61/52.

26. On changing American culture see Richard H. Pells, Radical Visions & American 
Dreams: Culture and Social Thought in the Depression Years (Middletown, Ct: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1973) and The Liberal Mind in the Conservative Age: 
American Intellectuals in the 19408 and 1950s (New York: Harper and Row, 1985). 
On Catholic culture see Philip Gleason, “In Search of Unity: American Catholic 
Thought 1920-1960” The Catholic Historical Review 65 (1979): 185-205. Tension 
rightly described this period from a Catholic point of view, based on neo-thomistic 
thought to the Vatican II period of the 1960s. which is called “The End of an Era 
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Colonial Times To the Present (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1985).

27. Katherine Burton, Woman to Woman (New York: PJ. Kenedy & Sons, 1961) 
foreword by Ralph Gorman C.P. p. 5.

28. 42/4/62/63.
29. 48/4/45/69.
30. Humanness: 25/10/42/45; seminarians: 44/5/58/65; sisters: 45/2/51/66
31. 42/10/37/62.
32. 48/8/26/68.
33. 43/1/29/64; also, on St. Joan’s Alliance see The Catholic Encyclopedia Vol. 5 p. 882, 

Vol. 12 p. 890., Vol. 14 p. 996; Egan interview.
34. 45/6/45/66; 48/1/46/69.
35. Spend less for armaments: 13/2/404/34, 15/3/470/36; war is a human problem: 18/ 

11/227/38; boys being made men too soon: 14/7/721/35; economic imperialism: 19/ 
10/172/39; pro-Catholic Worker: 16/11/230/36.

36. Atomic bomb not a logical weapon: 30/3/54/51; air raid drills: 30/4/39/51- bomb 
shelters: 41/2^1/62.

37. Governments usually spiritually blind: 30/12/47/50.
38. Burton money: 27/12/61/47; Egan, interview.
39. Chemicalwarfare: 17/12/310/37; “Operation Murder*: 25/7/51/46; hydrogen bomb: 

32/7/11/53; war machine: 37/11/53/57.
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